
 

INTRODUCTION TO PINNAACLE CLASSES METHODOLGY 

 Greeting from PINNAACLE CLASSES. 

Congrats on opting for PULSE (PINNAACLE CLASSES ULTIMATE Scholarship Exam). On clearing this 

test in merit and high score, the deserving candidates will be awarded with scholarship for Grade XI 

either in Classroom Integrated Program or Full time Integrated program with PINNAACLE CLASSES. 

 Full time Integrated Programs available and details:  

1.RSB – RANKERS SPECIAL BATCH: 

 If you think you are bright, if you think you are capable, if you think that you can make it to the top, 

this course is precisely for you IITs and NITs are the premier institutions of engineering envisioned to 

develop the best engineers in the India. The authorities of these institutions strive to conduct all 

India competitive examinations in order to select only the best young minds in the country, who 

have exceptional aptitude. 

 RSB is a fast-track program, designed using decades of experience in order to train students in the 

right way so that students can realize their full potential. Let us suppose that a student takes a week 

to learn a concept on his/her own. If he/she is taught the same concept, he/she may take four days 

to learn it. If a highly experienced teacher teaches it, he/she may get it in two days. If the student is 

supported with a wholesome learning environment – practice, doubt clearance, periodic tests and a 

timely feedback, then the student is likely to achieve complete proficiency in the concept in only half 

a day.  

The IITs keep changing the examination pattern and IIT-JEE is known for surprises. If a student relies 

completely on rote learning which turns students learn by models rather than learn by concepts, 

then the student will not be able to cope with the surprises thrown by IIT-JEE. Our endeavour has 

been to design a program which trains students so that their exam temperament will be immune to 

surprise pattern changes in IIT-JEE. 

  DATE of Examination: 20-11-2022.SUNDAY     

 Mode of conduction:  OFFLINE  

 Examination Venue: PINNAACLE CLASSES,  

  No-20, 1st floor, RAMAKRISHNA ROAD, Behind NATURALS, 

 Opposite: Om Aadhi Para Shakthi Temple, Salem - 636007.  

 Contact Number: 8300981676. 



 Preparing to succeed in IIT-JEE is not an easy task; only the highly determined young mind can 

afford to think about it. It needs a lot of support from parents and guardians to sail through these 

rough waters. Burden of the student is greatly reduced if his/her mindset is transformed from “I am 

forced to learn” to “I enjoy learning”. 

 In PINNAACLE CLASSES teachers consciously try to motivate students to develop an interest in the 

subjects they are learning. We also use innovative methodology to reduce the burden of preparation 

to the maximum possible extent.  

2. YAGNA – 2 Year intensive NEET Training Program: 

 YAGNA is an exclusive NEET based fast-track program for 2 years, designed with meticulous efforts 

and inputs taken from various experienced senior staff in order to train students in the right way 

that they realize their full potential. 

 There is generally a misconception that NEET has to cracked only after completing +2 (or CLASS XII), 

which is completely misguiding the students and parents. Every student, irrespective of his/her 

calibre can clear this examination with proper trained teachers at service and the best program 

scheduled.  

PINNAACLE CLASSES is known for its intensive NEET program with innumerable tests conducted very 

regularly which boosts a student’s confidence to pinnacle. Having faced these many tests, the final 

NEET examination will just be like another test to a student giving them courage to face any kind of 

question. 

 With the help of this program students can achieve their target of cracking NEET examination 

straight away after they complete XII board examinations. And the results that have been coming 

from the students who have opted for this course are the best in the institution. The intensity of 

YAGNA program will forever remain the key for student’s success 

Classroom Integrated Programs available and details: (Two-year integrated program for IITJEE/NEET)  

The best brains compete to get an admission to this two-year legendary course offered by us. The 

course, unmatched in its rigour and precision, raises you to the very zenith of your preparation. The 

stimulating atmosphere of the institute, small batches (yes-we believe in quality) and one to one 

interaction with the instructor ensure that every rough edge is smoothened, every small doubt is 

cleared, More importantly, we train you to think analytically, we give you a systematic approach to 

problem solving.  

This program is designed for school students who are integrated with PINNAACLE CLASSES for 11th 

and 12th class, balancing subjective pattern test regularly as well. 

 GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS for PULSE EXAMINATION 

 PULSE Examination Date: 20-11-2022 SUNDAY 

 Examination Duration: 2 hours (120 minutes)  

 Maximum Marks: 400               No negative marking.  

 Subjects: # Physics    $ Chemistry     # Biology      $ Mathematics    & Mental ability 

Each subject will have 20 questions.  Total of 100 questions. 

 Mode of examination:  OFFLINE  Medium of examination: ENGLISH.  


